
Ryde Local Planning Panel Declaration of Interest 

Definitions 

1. An ‘actual’ conflict of interests is a direct conflict between a panellist’s duties and responsibilities and their private interests or other duties. 

2. A ‘potential’ conflict of interests is a private interest or other duty that could conflict with a panellist’s duties as a panel member in the future. 

3. A ‘reasonably perceived’ conflict of interests is where a person could reasonably perceive that a panellist’s private interests or other duties are 

likely to improperly influence the performance of their duties as a panel member, whether or not this is in fact the case. 

 

 

 

Please give a completed signed copy of this form to the Manager Development Assessment on the day of the meeting. 

 

RLPP meeting date: 12 October 2023 

Panel member name: Steve O’Connor 
 

Item Address & Ref. no. In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

 

1 

 

31 Pellisier Road, Putney 

LDA2022/0372 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

2 

 

130 Pittwater Rd & 57 Thompson 

St, Gladesville - APL2023/0003 

(LDA2022/0023) 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

Item Details of conflict of interest 

 

 

1 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2 

 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature 

 
 

Steve O’Connor 
 

Name 

 
 

12/10/2023 
 

Date 

 

 



Ryde Local Planning Panel Declaration of Interest 

Definitions 

1. An ‘actual’ conflict of interests is a direct conflict between a panellist’s duties and responsibilities and their private interests or other duties. 

2. A ‘potential’ conflict of interests is a private interest or other duty that could conflict with a panellist’s duties as a panel member in the future. 

3. A ‘reasonably perceived’ conflict of interests is where a person could reasonably perceive that a panellist’s private interests or other duties are 

likely to improperly influence the performance of their duties as a panel member, whether or not this is in fact the case. 

 

 

 

Please give a completed signed copy of this form to the Manager Development Assessment on the day of the meeting. 

 

RLPP meeting date: 12 October 2023 

Panel member name: Anthony Panzarino 
 

Item Address & Ref. no. In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

 

1 

 

31 Pellisier Road, Putney 

LDA2022/0372 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

2 

 

130 Pittwater Rd & 57 Thompson 

St, Gladesville - APL2023/0003 

(LDA2022/0023) 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

Item Details of conflict of interest 

 

 

1 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
 

       

Signature 

Anthony Panzarino 
 

Name 

12/10/2023 
 

Date 

 

 



Ryde Local Planning Panel Declaration of Interest 

Definitions 

1. An ‘actual’ conflict of interests is a direct conflict between a panellist’s duties and responsibilities and their private interests or other duties. 

2. A ‘potential’ conflict of interests is a private interest or other duty that could conflict with a panellist’s duties as a panel member in the future. 

3. A ‘reasonably perceived’ conflict of interests is where a person could reasonably perceive that a panellist’s private interests or other duties are 

likely to improperly influence the performance of their duties as a panel member, whether or not this is in fact the case. 

 

 

 

Please give a completed signed copy of this form to the Manager Development Assessment on the day of the meeting. 

 

RLPP meeting date: 12 October 2023 

Panel member name: Steven Layman 
 

Item Address & Ref. no. In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

 

1 

 

31 Pellisier Road, Putney 

LDA2022/0372 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

2 

 

130 Pittwater Rd & 57 Thompson 

St, Gladesville - APL2023/0003 

(LDA2022/0023) 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

Item Details of conflict of interest 

 

 

1 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 
 

 

Signature 

Steven Layman 

Name 

12/10/2023 

Date 



Ryde Local Planning Panel Declaration of Interest 

Definitions 

1. An ‘actual’ conflict of interests is a direct conflict between a panellist’s duties and responsibilities and their private interests or other duties. 

2. A ‘potential’ conflict of interests is a private interest or other duty that could conflict with a panellist’s duties as a panel member in the future. 

3. A ‘reasonably perceived’ conflict of interests is where a person could reasonably perceive that a panellist’s private interests or other duties are 

likely to improperly influence the performance of their duties as a panel member, whether or not this is in fact the case. 

 

 

 

Please give a completed signed copy of this form to the Manager Development Assessment on the day of the meeting. 

 

RLPP meeting date: 12 October 2023 

Panel member name: Jeremy Swan 
 

Item Address & Ref. no. In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

 

1 

 

31 Pellisier Road, Putney 

LDA2022/0372 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

2 

 

130 Pittwater Rd & 57 Thompson 

St, Gladesville - APL2023/0003 

(LDA2022/0023) 

X no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in below definitions. 

 

Item Details of conflict of interest 

 

 

1 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2 

Nil (or provide details) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 
 

 

Signature 

Jeremy Swan 

Name 

12/10/2023 

Date 

 


